CROSS CUTTING COURSES

ENGAGED CIVIC LEARNING (ECL)
All Engaged Civic Learning (ECL) courses across the campus, including any GenEd course that applies for ECL status, should adhere to the following criteria:

1. Incorporate a substantial experiential or community-focused component in which all students are required to participate; students should receive appropriate preparation for this component.
2. Provide opportunities for students to analyze, interpret, or reflect on their course experiences and relate it to the course content, with assessment of this work playing a significant role in overall course assessment.
3. Be situated in a partnership that brings benefits to both partners and involves appropriate communication (including sharing of results of student work when suitable) between partners.

In addition, students in an Engaged Civic Learning course should engage in at least two of the following activities:

1. Reflect on how engaged civic learning experiences may or may not have altered their assumptions about the community and their relationship to it.
2. Analyze their own actions and those of others participating in the engaged civic learning project.
3. Articulate the challenges, needs, and aspirations of members of the local community.
4. Communicate effectively with community members.
5. Work constructively with diverse others to address public challenges.

COURSES THAT FULFILL REQUIREMENT
50:070:346 Applied Anthropology (ECL)
50:080:300 Art and Urban Sustainability (ECL)
50:499:493 Internship in Health Science (ECL)
50:512:334 African-American History Since 1960 (ECL)
50:525:161 Honors Seminar: Engaged Civic Learning (ECL)
50:600:201 Introduction to Leadership (ECL)
50:615:226 Linguistics in the Urban Environment (ECL)
50:840:103 Introduction to World Religions (ECL)
50:975:339 Housing Policy and Its Impact on Urban Areas (ECL)
50:989:317 Writing Wikipedia (ECL)
52:620:203 Organizational Behavior (ECL)
52:620:303 Organizational Behavior (ECL)
57:705:201 Basic Clinical Nursing Competency (ECL)
57:705:396 International Service Learning: Health and Healing in Bolivia (ECL)
57:705:412 Community Health Nursing (ECL)
57:705:460 Community Health Nursing (ECL)